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About This Game
Glider Island VR is a skill based hang gliding game where your objective is to collect as many hoops as you can within 10
minutes. You must keep airborne by using your rocket booster attached to your glider! You can add rocket fuel by flying
through the blue spirals randomly placed around each map. You must plot your coarse carefully and watch out for the obstacles
each map throws your way. You have limited booster so be careful with how much you use and when you choose to collect the
blue spirals!

Monthly Tournaments
Each month we host a tournament and the top winners will receive Amazon Gift Cards. Keep track of your scores on the ingame leaderboards and online here http://www.5drealities.com/Leaderboards.aspx

Beautiful Maps and Scenery
There are 3 maps and each map comes with unique scenery, soundtrack and surprise event. All maps now unlocked on purchase.
The first map is Forest Island with 150 hoops and every two minutes a thunderstorm occurs and you must fight the wind. The
second map is Volcano Island with 175 hoops and every two minutes a Volcano erupts and you must dodge lava bombs! The
Last Island is Desert Island with 200 hoops and every two minutes a Dust Storm occurs and you must fly with limited visibility
and wind. We are constantly updating the game so expect the scenery to be updated often.

Multiple Control Methods
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There are two main ways to control the glider. VR Hand Controllers or VR Head Movement. Each has their own perks. Hand
Controls allow for more precision flying but causes your arms to get tired where Head Controls is more intuitive and causes less
motion sickness. We also support flying with the Xbox controller or Mouse/ Keyboard if you are so inclined to used those as
well.

VR Arcade Ready!
We support Arcades! If you own a location based arcade you can licence Glider Island via Springboard, SynthesisVR, Viveport,
or through Steam Site Licensing Program.
Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
Available for Arcades on SythesisVR
BONUS*: FREE ACCESS to Glider Sim Prototype! This is a much more simulated hang glider experience also developed by
5D Realities. It is a work in progress and will most likely be our next VR title on steam. You can learn more here:
http://steamcommunity.com/games/500110/announcements/detail/563351089224178004
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Title: Glider Island
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Joey Sipos
Publisher:
5D Realities
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo E6600 or AMD Phenom™ X3 8750 processor or better
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: GTX 970
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 800 MB available space
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Great visual novel, good story telling. Space battles as same good as in Call of Duty Infinite Warfare!
(for much cheaper price as well). I got a coupon for it, it looked interesting, so I bought it. No regrets. it is exactly what it is said
to be and it kept my attention till I finished it. A super chill time waster, but fun.. What could i say about this ?
It`s a very low budget game from Team6 . Fun for like 10 minutes ..
I remember that Team6 games where everywhere in my country . Games like Super Street Taxi Driver, Glacier 1 and others and
they were sold for nothing, like for 2€ . I remember my holiday present being Super Taxi Driver 2006 back in 2009 for
Christmas and i enjoyed that game, because back then i didnt even had any Internet connection at all and the only games
avalible in my small town where from Team6 . If i was 12 again i would have been enjoying this game allot .. This game is just
bare bones. This game more feels like it was designed as a university homework project. It's not fun, you really have no goals,
it's just build whatever, for whatever reason. The game was made simply for a quick cash grab from the creator. Just feels bland
with no character to it or flavor. best to stay away.. This game was quite disappointing. The puzzles were weird, and some I got
stuck on for quite awhile because the bar was in the way. The storyline wasn't that interesting either and I needed to use hints. I
finished it in just over 3hrs. Don't spend more than a dollar.
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It's good game but need more content to it like drift contest and cars need more modes like turbos and all that good stuff
- it has only drag race
- you can only drift if not in drag race
-online didint work for me and my friend
i do not recomend this game for now bcuz it need more content
and i do recomend this game it looks beatifull and the driving is good in this game. Greed: Black Border tries to be Diablo in
Space (personally, I'd rather be playing Space Siege), but it ended up being a puzzle / action game that is closer to Titan Quest
but with much lamer story line and a bit too blatant Diablo cloning without enough loot variations. Only 3 pieces of equipment:
helmet, weapon, and armor. Most of the variations is in the "enhancement modules" which adds one or more attributes to one
piece of equipment, and you only have one piece active at a time. There's a skill tree too and offensive vs. defenisve skills.
However, loot is lame with almost no variations, and the arcade sequences like "walk through this field of killer forcefields
without getting killed". After 13 hours, the grind is lame enough tithat I quit.. After a small patch that fixed a (white screen)
issue (thanks too the Dev for looking into it :)) game is rather enjoyable. Nice pac-man style dungeon crawler, good for short
gaming stints, or if you are that type of person who likes too get that high score even long play sessions you will find are fun.
The Dev shows he really cares about his game and is prompt in replying in the forums and addressing any issues that arise.. I
currently completed only the first route and so fa the game and the sotry are absolutely fantastic. If you enjoy a bit of
puzzle/mystery visual novels then you'll love this. Definitely worth the money.. This game is a cool mix of the exploration and
adventures from Dragon Quest 3 with the mystery of the original Final Fantasy, with some Gameboy JRPG mechanics thrown
in for good measure. If you're a fan of any of those three things, then you will probably enjoy this game.. The ramp caught my
interest. When I saw the truck go through the loop I gave them the $2.99 they wanted. This is a fun arcade driving game that
allows you to explore various terrain and elevation changes. Parts of it are quite challenging and will build your controller
dexterity. I recommend this to those who like to drive casually crazy. I also recommend this to anyone who likes loops and
jumps. I think every track needs at least one jump. This has many.. Game at first step quite interesting. Ofc old control makes
game sometimes hard to play. The biggest mistake is multiplayer system - we're entering into 2019 year and some games on
steam like this don't work in multiplayer system, i think that needs to be repaired. I bought this game just to play with friends
and now can't do nothing with mp. Sorry, for me sad.. fun game but whis they had a free mode where you could just fly it where
ever. why the ♥♥♥♥ cant you use w,s,a and d i want this added. Finally great defense game ;d
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